
ANALYSIS OF NINTENDO

After the unsuccessful sales of both the Nintendo Wii and Wii U, no one really expected much from the Nintendo Switch.
Because, in actuality, the Nintendo Switch sales exploded in Japan and in the west. This SWOT analysis of the
Nintendo Switch Console highlights the qualities most.

Nintendo can also launch games on mobile platforms under a subsidiary brand. A final key element in support
of their success is seen through their design and innovation focus. And others are perturbed by the lack of new
Nintendo-specific titles this year. Strategy Analysis The strategic analysis of Nintendo has been conducted at
the corporate level along with the Blue Ocean Strategy that played a key role in the formulation of its
disruptive strategy. Kittilaksanawong, W. Palermo Business Review, Volume 2, pp. Product valuation and
adequate inventory procurement. Nintendo followed a Blue Ocean Strategy BOS by avoiding the competition
from the industry and targeting the non-gamers segment. Innovation in Virtual Reality and the development of
increasingly sophisticated and cheaply obtainable mobile games are further changing the industry. Microsoft
adopted a "media hub" approach, stimulating consumers to use their for more than games, such as watching
movie trailers and DVDs and also share content with your "Media Center" PC, such as videos and photos.
Freeman, J. This extremely valuable asset allows Nintendo to tap into the industries that have not been
touched and contested before. Additionally, cheap development costs and innovative controls are helping a lot,
and the strong sales of the console itself are a good reason for publishers to support Wii. However, as
Hollensen discusses, it is important that Nintendo continue this innovative structure as new ideas in the
gaming market may not be replicated to the same quality quickly but will soon become expected features
across all platforms. Nintendo should therefore keep following a family friendly game strategy. However,
according to Nintendo,the followers will not have the same innovative impact as the Wii had back in  You can
play at home or on the go. Let the Switch make it easier. Consequently, the game designers need more brand
new ideas and innovations, just like DS. Threats 1 Intense competition from players like Sony and Microsoft:
Nintendo faces strong competition from Sony and Microsoft which offer more versatile and multi-utility
gaming consoles, which can be used for overall entertainment purposes, such as online surfing and streaming.
Bargaining - Considerable bargaining power rests with the buyers, only a few exclusive power of titles and
features separate the offerings of the big three i. Hard to find. Geographical diversification reduces the
business risk 6. People may love ports, but not the price tag. First party games. Brigden, K. This is so cheap
compared to what PS4 and Xbox One charge. Remember last year when everyone was trying to get their
hands on The Switch? To do this successfully Nintendo will need to develop the technology itself, or partner
with existing providers of technology possibly Polar Systems, Finland integrating this technology with the Wii
U, and in the future the NX. Greenspan, D.


